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Research Regarding the Tojou Plan by the Equilateral Triangle 
 3 great fete and the three shrine in Murakami 




Saneyori OHKUNI planned tojou where imitated the Fujiwara capital in the paddy field 
area, of all over NANAMINATO where establish the shrine metropolis in MATSUYAMA of 
MURAKAMI where governed from UESUGI and be able to look over from there. 
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x ??23(562)? ????????  
x ???(585)? ?????????????????????  
x ???(588)? ???????(????)???????? 
x ??5(592)? ??????????????????????  
x ???(593)? ?????????????????????????? 
x ???(593)? ????????????(????)?????????? 
x ??2(594)? ????????????????????? 
x ??3(595)? ????3??????????????????????? 
 ???? 
x ??4(596)? ??????????????? 
x ??7(599)? ???????????????????????????? 
???(????)  
x ??13(605)? ??????????????????  


























































x ??  4(648)???  ????????? 
x ??  8(694)?   ????????? 
x ??  3(710)?   ???????? 
x ??  9(737)?   ???????????????????  
x ?? 13(741)?   ????????? 
x ?? 21(749)?   ????????? 
x ??  3(784)?   ????????? 
x ?? 13(794)?     ????????? 
x ?? 23(804)?     ??????????????????? 
x ??  2(807)? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????? 
x ??  2(825)? ?????????????????????????
????????????????? 


























??  5(1562)? 0? ???????????(?????)???????????? 
??  6(1578)?16? ??????????????????????? 
      ????????????????????????(??)????????
?????????????????????????????????? 
??10(1582)?20? ???????????????????????????? 















































??????(593)?   ?32????????????(???) ????????? 
??? 2(825)?    ?????????????????????????? 
 ?????????????????????????????????????? 
??? 5(927)???  ???????? 
??? 5(927)???  ?????????????? 
??? 5(927)???  ???????????? 
??? 11(1568)?     ??????????????????????? 
??? 14(1586)?     ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????? 
???16(1588)?     ????????? ?????????????? 






  ?????????????????????????? 
   ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? 
??? 3(1598)?   ?????????????????????????????? 
(2?1000?)???????????????????????? 
         ??????????????????????????????
?????9????????????????????????
????????????????????? 
???5(1600)?  ????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????? 
         ????????????????!!! 
??       ?????????????7,000??????????????
?????????????? 
         ????????????????????????????? 




















? 12 ????????????????????? 
???8(1622)?  ???61???????????????????????? 
???10(1633)??6?7? ??? ?????????????????? 
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